Keeping You in Motion
Systems and components for commercial vehicles
Innovation with Tradition
Guaranteed quality and performance
Nothing is more convincing than success

Since its foundation near Frankfurt am Main in 1952 as a simple forge for ball bearing turntables, JOST has established itself as a global market leader in the production of systems, modules and components for commercial vehicles. Since 2017 JOST has been listed on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange as JOST Werke AG. This success is mainly based on the company’s flexibility, technical expertise, entrepreneurial mindset and deep connection with its employees and customers. That is what makes JOST traditionally stand out from the crowd.

Nevertheless time does not stand still. Markets are moving closing together and becoming more competitive; customers are becoming more price-sensitive. Quality, service and performance remain the top priorities for JOST, addressing current challenges through innovative solutions.

Our plan for the future: holistic, diverse and visionary

JOST is exploring many paths in order to consistently meet its customers’ high requirements in this challenging environment. The acquisition of successful brands in the commercial vehicles sector has added strategically important fields to the product range. Through these acquisitions and further developments, the company has succeeded in developing innovative and comprehensive solutions to new tasks and challenges – for example by efficiently developing concepts for customer-specific applications and systems for future technologies.

In addition to purely economic aspects, the spirit of the family business still runs deep at JOST. Social and economic responsibility towards customers, employees, the general public and the environment plays an important role in the company’s continuous development – just as its visionary founders would have intended.
JOST – The strong core brand

The core brand includes classic products for truck and trailer manufacturers, such as fifth wheel couplings and landing gears. Based on these products, the company has developed systems that serve to automate, control and monitor activities that were previously done manually. Sensor-controlled solutions make operation not only easier and safer, but also more efficient.

The acquisition of Mercedes-Benz TrailerAxleSystems and its renowned DCA series made JOST one of Europe’s largest manufacturers of trailer axles.

ROCKINGER – For increased traction

Be it standard towing hitches or sensor and remote-controlled, slack-free comfort coupling – the long-established brand offers an extremely versatile, high-quality and reliable product range. No wonder that ROCKINGER is regularly named the “best brand” by end customers. The robust products are available both for road use and for use in agriculture and forestry.

ROCKINGER is the inventor of automated towing hitches
invented the world’s first front-end telescopic cylinder

developed the world’s first universal steering system

TRIDEC – The solution for individualists
Improved manoeuvrability, smaller turning circles, reduced tyre wear and lower fuel consumption – crucial factors in a world where efficiency and the environmental impact are becoming ever more important in every aspect of our lives.

Because no two trailer hitches are alike, TRIDEC offers modular and customized solutions. They can be found in all application areas, from single-axle city trailers to 250 t hydraulically-steered transport platforms.

Edbro – Lifting expectations
Edbro is a leading supplier of vehicle-mounted hydraulic systems for commercial vehicles. Be it front, underfloor, dumping and extension cylinders for trailers or customer-specific hydraulic construction kits in low-maintenance and maintenance-free versions – special processing methods make the cylinders extremely light and highly robust. The result is increased payloads and reduced cycle times.

WHAT?
...is the story behind the brands that have made us the market leader?

Edbro
invented the world’s first front-end telescopic cylinder
We are wherever you need us

JOST products are produced specifically for the respective markets on every continent. This guarantees close customer contact, short distances and a suitable range of products at market prices – and ensures that original spare parts can be supplied in next to no time, anywhere in the world. With JOST, you can count on that.

Please visit our website to discover where to find our production facilities, branch offices and workshops.

Service and information – Unlimited and freely available

Whether you urgently need information from the catalogue, need to download important documentation such as operating and repair manuals or would like to watch an installation video tutorial – all of this is available for free on our website, and you don’t even to log in.

Have a look for yourself!

www.jost-world.com
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Around the world, around the clock
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1. Fifth wheel couplings and systems
   2” and 3½” fifth wheel couplings in a variety of construction heights, bearing types and versions, mounting plates, sliders and dual-height fifth wheel systems; sensor-controlled systems for the coupling procedure between truck and trailer.

2. King pins
   2” and 3½” king pins with a conical or plate-shaped flange.

3. Landing gears
   Landing gears with variable bolting heights, crank handles, connection shaft lengths and foot types, special landing gears for special applications.

4. Truck and Trailer axles
   Weight-saving, versatile truck and trailer axles with various optional extras.

5. Hubodometers
   Used to calculate distance driven, independent of the truck.

6. Ball bearing turntables
   Ball bearing turntables and slewing rings in a wide range of sizes and versions.

7. Container technology
   Components for intermodal transports, supports, twist locks and bolsters, swap body lifting devices, guide rollers and bearings.

8. Road traffic
   Open-end, hook and ball towing hitches, suspension elements, VARIOBLOC alternating system and special models.

9. Drawbars and towing eyes
   Drawbars and towing eyes as well as custom-made products for on and off-road usage.

10. Agriculture
    Open-end, hook and ball towing hitches, height adjustable brackets and clutch carriers for agriculture and forestry.

11. Steering systems
    Axle-independent or manufacturer-independent mechanically, hydraulically and electronically controlled steering systems for trailers.

12. Axle suspensions
    Air suspension or hydraulically suspended axle suspensions for on and off-road usage.

13. Hydraulic cylinders
    Front end, underbody and tipping ejector cylinders for trailers, semitrailers and tractors.

14. Hydraulic component kits
    Hydraulic component kits for various applications, compiled according to customer requirements.